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The overall opinions and reactions inspired by the current UWP website are well-known: they are dissatisfied, and 
wanting a more accessible, more appealing site. Users commonly complain information is neither easy nor quick to 
find, the site’s appearance is dull and unrefined, and its function is much too complicated. In response to this, the 
University Writing Program has requested a fresh design for the website’s new implementation in Fall 2018. It is our 
goal at ScreenSaviors, an undergraduate student group from UWP 110, to provide a new design option for UWP, 
implementing user concerns and feedback to better the website and user satisfaction. As such, through UX analysis, 
design and testing processes,we have focused on improving the current website’s visual appeal and sophistication, 
webpage organization, information accessibility, and user-friendly functionality.

For clarification of ScreenSaviors’s process in developing this UWP web design, UX is an abbreviation for User 
Experience, a process by which web developers and companies focus on the user. The purpose of this is to meet 
the needs of the user in a design that efficiently and effectively considers how, when, and in what ways users 
engage with the UWP website and focusing on what is needed from it. 

To determine needs and guide our UX process, our first step was to develop “Personas.” This is another aspect 
of UX design in which members of ScreenSaviors conducted online surveys, email interviews, and in-person 
informational interviews with the many different UWP website users (students, administrators, lecturers, etc.) to 
gather an understanding of user needs. Once this information was collected, ScreenSaviors developed eight 
personas (see Appendix) as fictional representatives of nonfictional people. These personas were used as our first 
test subjects before we returned to test the real users to better judge success or failure.  

Throughout the process, these personas from beginning to end, and were tested to determine whether an aspect of 
our developing design was or was not successful through the sixteen “use cases” we created (see Appendix). Use 
cases are sample situations based on how real users interact with the UWP website. Apart from being go-to testing 
prompts, the use cases assisted in our process’ efficiency; they helped determine which pages of the UWP site 
needed to be designed first. Rather than us ambitiously and inefficiently attempting to design the whole website at 
once, we first had to create the pages needed for the sample situations. In addition to discussing UX, personas, and 
use cases, the following report will also refer to “wireframes.” These are gray-scaled paper prototypes that are free 
of content and intended to establish a skeletal layout for the new website design. These wireframes became the 
basis for the development of the design prototypes (see Appendix), the interactive web pages designed in Adobe 
XD by members of the ScreenSaviors and the final product of this report.

BACKGROUND
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
One testee summed up our work as the ScreenSaviors perfectly: “I’m amazed at the look and feel of this new site. 
I feel like all my questions were answered without losing the original functionality of the old site.” On that note, we 
now present to you an updated and refreshed proposal for the new University Writing Program (UWP) department 
website. 

We will begin by walking you through the basic framework of our project. Our first task was to confirm there are 
areas within the current site that need improvement, and in what direction they needed updating. To achieve this, 
we first began with extensive sampling (N = 107) by reaching out to various groups on campus through personal 
meetings and Facebook postings. We had our interviewees fill out online forms, and we gathered their contact in-
formation for follow-up interviews. After receiving some baseline information, we moved forward with more detailed 
in-person sampling on smaller groups of interest (undergraduate and graduate students, faculty and staff, adminis-
trators, etc.) (N = 19). These initial surveys helped us identify eight unique personas for whom we needed to redesign 
the UWP website.

In developing our eight personas and corresponding use cases, we arrived at two important conclusions: 1) the 
current UWP website provides the user with nearly everything necessary to them and is full of vital information 
regarding the department; 2) room for improvement mainly exists in usability, accessibility, task flow, and the site’s 
aesthetic design. Identifying these critical results was vital to our next steps in redesigning the site to fit the needs of 
eight typical users, improving the usability, and not losing functionality or details.

Our first major step towards redesign started with a whiteboard and a multitude of ideas. Amongst the six of us at 
ScreenSaviors, there are design majors, computer engineers, english majors, writing minors, and psychology majors. 
This educational diversity amongst our team members intrinsically led to a unique set of goals for our project and 
approaches to problem solving, all while protecting the new design from unattainable design and infrastructure 
goals.

From our discussions on the layout design, we produced a set of wireframes for paper prototyping with new testees. 
After extensive editing and perfecting, we embarked upon our search to match real testees to our persona types 
and get some solid feedback. The constructive criticism on task flow, overall layout, and menu bar functionality 
within the wireframes was extremely critical to our understanding of where to take the next steps in the UX design 
process. Once we had matched our personas to real people, our fresh testees left our minds full of new ideas, new 
approaches to use cases, and new accommodations for each persona. We went back to the whiteboard and dis-
cussed possible changes and how we would proceed to design the prototype of the website on Adobe XD.

The redesign truly took shape when our designers began to interpret the group’s vision and transform it into reality. 
Each designer created their own look for a template page, and together, we compared and blended the two prod-
ucts to create one visually pleasing, aesthetically creative, and fully functional masterpiece that fulfilled the needs of 
users. 

In faith with the UX design process, our involvement with users did not stop with the wireframes. With our new 
prototype design, we conducted new tests with the full-color, functional prototypes similar to those featured in our 
presentation later tonight. Once again, our test group gave new insight for ways to improve the UWP website’s re-
design: functional pieces to move around, color and photo elements to balance, and stylistic choices to better match 
the department as a whole.

After several more rounds of discussion, editing, and implementation, we present to you our final prototype design 
proposal for the new University Writing Program website.
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SERVICE PROVIDED

I. INTRODUCTION
The following is an overview of the actions and processes, we, the ScreenSaviors, took to provide the best possible 
service. We followed UX design practices, making all our decisions  based on feedback provided by users who have 
engaged with the UWP website. Our purpose in using UX Design as a means to guide the process was to create 
the best, more accessible product to represent the University Writing Program both as continuous with and distinct 
among the UC Davis identity.

II. PERSONAS
In our initial stages, we began with the creation of personas. To do so, we created online surveys and sent them to 
UC Davis undergraduate and graduate students, faculty, and prospective UC Davis students. For those who were 
willing, we conducted follow-up interviews to gather more thorough information about different users’ experiences 
with the UWP website. From there, we were able to form representations of different users and created use cases 
related to the ways in which each user would engage with the website. Some of the questions on the survey that we 
asked were, as followed:

• The participant’s major

• Whether or not they were a writing minor

• Their career goals

• If they were a transfer student

• If they were an international student

• The average amount of time it took for them to find what they are looking for on the UWP site

• What they used the UWP site for

• Whether they use the search bar, and if yes, what for

• Their overall satisfaction with the site

• Any suggestions they would like to make to the site

III. TASK FLOWS AND WIREFRAMES
After creating the personas and use cases, we developed task flows. We wanted to determine which pages and 
features of the site we should keep, remove, and reorganize in order to create a more intuitive, accessible, and 
user-friendly site. These task flows allowed us to create a skeletal map that guided how a user would move from the 
Homepage to other pages, such as “Courses,” and how they would move from those to more specific pages, such as 
“Course Requirements.”

From task flows, we developed wireframes. Using the task flows we created as an map, we worked within an 
online web application named “LucidChart” to lay out what needed to be included in the design for optimized user 
satisfaction. In this process, we outlined a new interface that ranged from a new homepage, to a new menu bar, to 
each new subheading in the drop-down menus. This process included the placement of menu bars, the drop-down 
information, the headings, the text box placement for description information, the quick links, and the images.

Upon completion of the wireframes, we tested them with our original test group that helped us develop our 
personas, and then expanded to more users, for further feedback from different perspectives. Their testing 
situations were created from the original persona use cases we developed, and they were intended for our use, to 
receive tangible and concrete user feedback about what the design accomplished and what it did not accomplish.  

Each test was considered a success, although the timeframes of completion of tests varied and sometimes was 
not completed on the first attempt. After each test, we asked the testees for feedback. Common suggestions given 
by these real users included: making sure the website was more aesthetically modern; not overloading the pages 
with information; and organizing and dividing information in a way that fosters efficiency and simplicity for students 
and faculty. This type of feedback referenced elements of the design not yet present within the wireframes, but we 
considered it valuable to the next step in the design process: site prototyping.
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(CONT.)

IV. DESIGN PROTOTYPES
Using the wireframes as our outline, we began work on the design prototypes using Adobe XD. As inspiration for 
our work, we referenced the UC Davis Marketing Toolbox and modern web design techniques to ensure the new 
website’s design indicated strong ties to UC Davis, but also included a sense of individuality and professionalism. 
We wanted the website to feel very much like a UC Davis site, but also bring in a level of sophistication that other 
universities’ writing programs’ websites have. For further inspiration, we used information gathered through 
interviews and testing sessions conducted previously to tailor the website to user needs and accessibility. This 
user feedback helped determine decisions, both large and small, such as how faculty and staff profiles would be 
displayed and whether the navigation bar should be printed in full capital letters or lowercase letters.

With this inspiration, the designers began to develop our prototypes. First, we began with simple design elements. 
For example, we wanted to make the UWP site feel like it came from UC Davis, so we used the same font (Proxima 
Nova) and color scheme (blue and gold) that the university uses (see Visual System/Style Guide for further 
information). Once these details were in place, our designers developed the design of the Homepage interface, 
focusing first on the header, footer, and navigation bar. These elements of the homepage became an interface 
template for the rest of the pages they designed. Once the interface was in place, they placed the content onto 
each page to maximize the web space, making it aesthetically appealing to users, professionally representative of 
UWP, and organized for diverse accessibility (see Interactive Framework for further information). The final results can 
be found in our Appendix.

When the prototypes were finished, we tested our personas once more before contacting real testees. Again, the 
persona use cases were used as the testing situations, and each test was a success. Afterwards, we asked our 
testees for their feedback regarding the interactive design prototypes. Comments were resoundingly positive: 
the organization flowed well; the text-to-picture balance was well set; the aesthetic of the new site was appealing, 
professional, and a fresh representation more befitting a university program.

As an end result, we, at ScreenSaviors, have designed a new website for the University Writing Program that, we 
believe, has a strong focus on improving user experience. Our work would not have been possible without input 
from UWP users. Receiving feedback from people who use the website regularly, and in diverse ways, helped us 
understand what users need and want, and what they found unnecessary on the current website and in our design. 
Our services resulted as this feedback transformed into a new website, fresh, professional, and representative of the 
University Writing Program as a highly- and nationally-ranked writing program at UC Davis.
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INTERACTION FRAMEWORK

I. OVERVIEW
In our Appendix, we have included the prototypes for ScreenSaviors’ design concepts for the new UWP website. 
Please refer to them when considering the following section, which contains detailed explanations of the 
functionality of our designs and the reasoning behind them. Moreover, we describe the general overview of the 
different screens, an in-depth structure of the screens, and the individual functions of each of the pages. 

II. HOMEPAGE (APPENDIX IV)
In our redesign of the UWP website, we, at the ScreenSaviors group, began by giving the Homepage a complete 
makeover in regards to its design and functionality based on thoughts and ideas gathered from users. This new 
Homepage became the essential template for the rest of the website, including the header, footer, and color 
scheme. As a group, we decided the UC Davis color scheme would make the UWP website not only more connected 
to the University’s identity as a prestigious program, but it would also fulfill user requests for a more aesthetically 
pleasing page with its complementary shades of blue and gold. In the header, there are six tabs (“About,” “Courses,” 
“For Student,” “People,” “Publications,” and “Resources”) that are neatly presented along with a search bar for easy 
functionality and straightforward navigation. In the footer, we added links to the UWP social media sites and the 
program’s contact information for quicker user access. These Homepage elements will remain on all other pages, 
as they are important for easy access, and won’t require users to return back to the Homepage screen to access a 
certain link, screen, or piece of general information.

While it is a template for the rest of the site, the Homepage design also has its own unique features, such as current 
events newsfeed, publications feed, and other updates on writing opportunities, that provide users with a better 
sense of what the University Writing Program has to offer. As such, the Homepage presents the program to future 
or current students, faculty, and staff who are interested through its newly-introduced department slider, current 
publications feed, and academic calendar features. As a finishing touch, we also included quick links at the top 
of the page, as suggested in many of our testing rounds, which provides users with easier access to frequently-
searched pages like the  “Entry Level Writing,” “Upper Division Composition Exam,” and “Writing Minor.” In addition 
to the quick links, there is a login icon for faculty and staff to access the site and add their own information, to things 
such as their profiles or uploading a writing piece.

III. ABOUT
Built from the Homepage template, we added a page header to our “About” page, which assists in transforming 
blank space on the site into a feature that allows users to quickly understand what page they have landed on. The 
“About” page features the same general information as the previous site, but in a more organized fashion. Within 
the navigation bar, hovering over “About” creates a drop-down menu with two options: “Contact Us” and “Hours 
and Location.” These two options can also be found on the “About” page itself. Again, these two additional pages 
contain the same information already present on the UWP site, but this change creates for a more clear and simple 
experience. We will also be including a small photo that represents the program and a text box to the right of this 
photo will include information regarding UWP’s history, explaining why it is such a prestigious program amongst the 
many others at UC Davis. In the bottom of the “About” page are noticeable spaces including the “Contact Us” and 
“Hours and Location.” These navigational and aesthetic changes were all made with the purpose of satisfying user 
needs, providing for the UWP department with a straightforward layout and more noticeable important information.
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(CONT.)

IV. COURSES
On the current UWP website, there is no direct way to find the “Courses” page, and this has been cause for much 
frustration amongst users. To remedy this, we at ScreenSaviors have added a “Courses” tab within the navigation 
bar in the Homepage header for fast, simple access. When the mouse is hovered over the “Courses” tab, a 
drop-down menu appears with two options: “Schedules” and “Course Descriptions.” On the “Courses” page, the 
Homepage template header remains and the rest is structured similar to the “About” pages. There is a “Courses” 
header, and underneath it, is a general introduction about how UWP courses are conducted and an academic photo 
to compliment the screen and make an aesthetic use of blank space. Navigating away from the “Courses” page via 
the drop-down menu, the “Schedules” will include a list of the course offerings for the current school year (ex. 2017-
2018) that can be expanded for users who prefer to see information better in their web browsers, or it can be further 
download as a PDF and easily printed for users who prefer to have physical copies. Also included in the “Schedules” 
page in a left-hand sidebar are two link to pages including “Future Courses” and “Past Courses;” like the current 
course schedule on the “Schedules” screen, these will also have options for expansion and PDF downloads. From 
the “Courses” drop-down menu, the “Course Descriptions” page includes the descriptions of the courses offered 
and shown on the “Schedules” page. In another left-hand sidebar there are options for users to find courses through 
a filter of lower division, upper division, or graduate courses and course requirements. 

V. FOR STUDENTS (APPENDIX V)
The “For Students” screen follows the Homepage template like the rest of the pages. When hovering over the 
“For Students” tab on the navigation bar, four options appear in a drop-down menu: “Requirements,” “Testing,” 
“Minor,” and “Study Abroad.” On the “For Students” page, there is a “For Students” header to transform blank 
space, and underneath it is a text box for a brief description containing program information for students. Along 
with this description are photos of students, intended to change the space for aesthetic appeal and a professional 
appearance. To the left of the program description is a sidebar including links to the same pages present in the 
“For Students” navigation bar drop-down menu (“Requirements,” Testing,” “Minor,” or “Study Abroad”) for easy and 
more diverse access, built to accommodate the various preferences of UWP users. On the “Requirements” screen, 
there are links to lower division and upper division courses (also found through the “Courses” page), and a hyperlink 
for easy access to the testing information regarding the Upper Division Writing Exam. On the “Testing” screen, 
important testing information and FAQs are listed neatly for user accessibility. A link to sign up for the Upper Division 
Writing Exam test is located in the sidebar menu under “Testing,” which directs users to a page with testing dates 
and sign-up testing forms. On the “Minor” screen there is a list of the UWP minor’s requirements. In a sidebar to 
the left of these requirements are links to “Forms,” “Internships,” and FAQs pages related to the UWP minor. On the 
“Study Abroad” screen, there are many photos advertising past students’ abroad experiences along with a detailed 
up-to-date description about the abroad program for the current term, as well with listed contact information. 

VI. PEOPLE (APPENDIX VI)
When hovering over the “People” tab on the navigation bar, two options appear in the drop-down menu: “Staff” and 
“Faculty.” The “People” page follows the Homepage template, containing a “People” header, a general description of 
the section’s purpose, and a left-hand sidebar with links to the separate “Staff” and Faculty” pages; the current UWP 
website has these pages’ contents intermingled, and from our research, this has been another source of frustration 
that users would like to see redesigned for simplicity and organizational purposes. On both the “Faculty” and “Staff” 
pages, the content includes columns and rows of square icons for faculty and staff to include professional photos 
of themselves with their name displayed neatly underneath. When one of these photos/names is clicked, the staff 
or faculty member’s profile information is displayed in a pop-up, allowing users to stay on the same page while still 
accessing the needed information in an organized way. 
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VII. PUBLICATIONS (APPENDIX VII)
The “Publications” screen, like the rest of the design pages, follows the Homepage template. Hovering over 
“Publications” in the navigation bar, there are four drop-down menu options: “Prized Writing,” “WOE,” “Faculty 
Publications,” and “Readings About Writings.” On the “Publications” page, there is the “Publications” header, and 
below it a text box filled with a description about UWP publications and a faculty publications slider. For the four sub-
options under “Publications” (“Prized Writing,” “WOE,” “Faculty Publications,” and “Readings About Writings”), we have 
redesigned the links to open on the same browser tab, ensuring that users aren’t taken away from the UWP website. 
From the “Publications” page, the four sub-options can be found in a left-hand sidebar in addition to the navigation bar 
drop-down menu. The information on these pages has been left the same in comparison to the current website.

VIII. RESOURCES (APPENDIX VIII)
The “Resources” screen also follows the Homepage template, including its own “Resources” header. Hovering over 
“Resources” in the navigation bar, two drop-down options appear: “Writing Help” and “Programs.” These two pages 
can also be accessed from the “Resources” page directly in a left-hand sidebar, similar to the previous pages. On the 
“Writing Help” page, users are directed to a page with listed links, each of which features a pop-up screen similar 
to that in the “Faculty” and “Staff” pages. The “Writing Help” page displays information from the Student Academic 
Success Center (SASC), a hot link for graduate student writing consultations, and online recommendations for writing 
help, such as OWL Purdue. On the “Programs” page, there are links to the Writing Ambassadors Program, Writing 
Partner Program, and Area 3 Writing Project. 
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WEBSITE VISUAL STYLE GUIDE
As we were developing a new look for the site, one of the main concerns that we addressed was the user-flow, or 
in other words, the paths that are required to take to complete a task on a website or mobile application. Many of 
our users struggled to navigate the current site when we asked them to perform certain tasks, such as finding Study 
Abroad information, due to inconsistency of visual hierarchy. In terms of visual design, we believed it was best to 
implement consistency in text hierarchy and a more clear color scheme in order to establish a system of order and 
ease. We have included guidelines below for webmasters to follow during future updates and/or content changes 
to the site.

I. COLOR SCHEME
The updated website makes use of four colors and a gradient based on UC Davis brand standards. The gradient is 
a spectrum of the original blue and a lighter blue. The use of the gold is mainly used as an indicator. For instance, it 
is used to highlight links as well as a navigation indicator to indicate the current page. We also opted to set the body 
text to a soft black. This shade helps strike a sense of friendliness while maintaining reading legibility.

II. TYPOGRAPHY AND SIZING
In order to update the site to current UC Davis brand standards, we switched the typeface from Futura to Proxima 
Nova. In doing so, we also opted for consistent use of the Regular and Bold weights. The Regular font is primarily 
used for body text, while the Bold font presents itself in the navigation bar, headlines, and other significant headers. 
Below is a table that indicates directions for using each type weight.

PRIMARY 
COLORS

SECONDARY 
COLORS

#004B85 #DDB426 #004B85 + 
#00BCE7

#00BCE7 #363636 #FFFFFF
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In addition to the Regular and Bold weights, we opted to use the Medium font when it seemed more appropriate in 
terms of aesthetic and hierarchy. For instance, the Quick Links in our header have been set to Proxima Nova Medium. 
This decision came about in our choice to strike a balance between the Navigation Bar and the Quick Links. Since 
the Navigation Bar is set to Bold Uppercase, the hierarchy would be interrupted if the Quick Links were stylized in the 
same manner. The Quick Links are a less prominent feature, but still need to be distinguished from the rest of the site’s 
links. Moreover, opting for the Regular font would cause difficulty reading when placed against the gray background. 
Thus, it was best that the Quick Links were set to Medium. Overall, the Medium weight would be a good option if, in 
future updates, one were to run into a similar issue.

Also note that headlines, navigation, and links that are set to bold also feature a letter spacing of 25 px for aesthetic 
purposes and legibility.

Type sizes and image scaling are essential to a more cohesive visual design. We have included specific sizes that are 
meant to be followed throughout every page in the website. 
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III. BRAND IDENTITY
To maintain consistency in future site updates, we have included key design guidelines to follow. This will allow 
an easier and correct application of the UWP website site identity and design. Our goal for users is to have an 
easy and satisfying experience when using the website.

LOGO
In our analysis of the site, the aesthetic of the original logo used for the UWP website appeared outdated and not 
representative of the accomplishments and rankings that the department has achieved. We decided to address 
the issue and elevate the look. We opted for a simpler, sleeker design in order to be consistent with the modern, 
forward-thinking look we were attempting to achieve, all while retaining the same hierarchy of the old logo for a 
sense of familiarity. The logo uses Proxima Nova Extra Bold for the “UWP” acronym and Bold for the spelled-out 
name, with a letter spacing of 50 pt. With official UC Davis brand standards in mind, we selected this particular 
typeface for consistency.

SPECIFICATIONS 
In order to keep the correct proportions throughout any medium, we included a ratio to follow. The “x” represents 
the overall medium height. For instance, if you’d like your height set to 5 inches, then the length (2.8 x) will be 
need to be multiplied by 5 (2.8 x 5) for proportional dimensions. Your resulting length will be 14 inches.

(CONT.)

OLD LOGO NEW LOGO
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DOS AND DON’TS
In our analysis of the site, the aesthetic of the original logo used for the UWP website appeared outdated and not 
representative of the accomplishments and rankings that the department has achieved. We decided to address 
the issue and elevate the look. We opted for a simpler, sleeker design in order to be consistent with the modern, 
forward-thinking look we were attempting to achieve, all while retaining the same hierarchy of the old logo for a 
sense of familiarity. The logo uses Proxima Nova Extra Bold for the “UWP” acronym and Bold for the spelled-out 
name, with a letter spacing of 50 pt. With official UC Davis brand standards in mind, we selected this particular 
typeface for consistency.

DOS

DON’TS

DO create a black 
and white logo if it 
is appropriate

DO include images as 
a background. Ensure 
that sure the logo is 
still legible.

DO include a color 
background, but only 
using the colors part 
of the color scheme

DON’T rotate the logo

DON’T distort or warp 
the logo

DON’T use colors that 
are not a part of the 
color scheme

DON’T change the 
typeface
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SCREENS AND ELEMENTS

I. HOMEPAGE
The Homepage is one of the pages that will stay frequently updated. Even so, structure of the page will remain 
the same: the header will always be at the top, the content in the middle, and the footer at the end. Furthermore, 
the look of the header and footer should always remain the same, even during updates. Images used on the site 
should be high-resolution and clear in order to maintain the level of sophistication of the site.
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II. POP-UPS
In analyzing the site, we found that users were often displeased in clicking links that resorted to new pages. To 
address this issue, we decided to make use of more pop-ups that allowed for them to remain on the same page 
while being able to achieve the desired task. We have provided some examples below that indicate how to stylize 
pop-ups and when.

Please note that that forms are always pop-ups, as our findings indicated that it was cumbersome to direct users to 
a new page. Pop-ups are limited to two columns, and are only used to supplement web pages. They make use of 
the same typography standards set in the Website Visual Style Guide. Please also note that they do not serve as a 
replacement for entire pages. Use only when deemed appropriate, such as the examples provided.
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(CONT.)

III. CONTENT PAGE
All content pages have similar, if not, the exact same structure. Each page will have:

1. a header image with the page title

2. a sidebar with links to other pages

3. the main content.

The page is divided into ⅓. The content takes up ⅔ of the right side, with some exceptions (i.e. Faculty page), 
while the sidebar takes up ⅓ of the left side of the page. The header image and sidebar will remain the same in 
style and size throughout every page.
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